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How Resilient
are Your Spend
Processes?
A Checklist of Key
Capabilities for Finance
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Business resilience begins
with spend management
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Make no mistake, 2020 was a tumultuous year for companies
worldwide. But not all businesses experienced the same impact.
In fact, some business leaders managed to transition their operations
in step with the global pandemic and are coming out stronger.
In talking to business leaders around the world and assessing the
insights gained through recent global surveys conducted with both
AMI-Partners and Aberdeen, we see a clear picture of where and
how spend management fits into building a resilient business.
While each business has faced different challenges, those who
are coming out stronger and more resilient share six top spend
management capabilities:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Fully automated spend management
Connected spend data
Near real-time visibility
Intelligence to control spend
Mobile-enabled employees
Versatile solutions backed by expert
service and support
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Top spend
management
capabilities
As you move your business forward in 2021,
a starting point in assessing the resilience of your
spend management processes is to measure your
company against the 6 capabilities outlined in the
following pages. Keep in mind that if you are not able
to check-off at least two of the resilience checklist
items within each capability, you may find yourself
at a disadvantage. In such a case, we encourage you
to connect with our team to learn about the wide
range of scalable SAP Concur solutions available
to your business.

PANDEMIC PAINPOINT 1

Around the world,
67% of companies have
shown a noticeable to
significant drop in revenue,
with 24% indicating an
increase and 8% with
negligible change.
A BUSINESS CASE FOR BUSINESS RESILIENCE2

Businesses want to achieve better
workplace efficiencies:

72%

want to improve operational
efficiency & productivity

67%

want employees to spend
more time on strategic work

64%

want to achieve better results
without over-burdening finance
employees
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CAPABILITY 1:

FULLY AUTOMATED SPEND MANAGEMENT
As a business leader or member of a finance team, you likely have already been hard at work developing
and implementing your own digital transformation roadmap. In fact, 70% of companies worldwide
said they were preparing to invest in technology as a measure to speed recovery process1.
Spend management automation is a critical component of digital transformation. Driving the surge
is the need to automate manual processes that became even more debilitating during the global
pandemic. In fact, many business leaders quickly learned about the perils of manual processes
and partially automated tools when they transitioned employees to work from home.
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Consider these top pressures cited by business leaders:

Top Pressures Driving Expense and Supplier Invoice Initiatives Globally1
Pressures to Improve
Expense Management

Pressures to Improve
Supplier Invoice Management

Need to eliminate manual workflows /
approvals and paper-based processes

Need to improve remote capabilities for invoice
capture, processing, approval and payment

Need to reduce expense reimbursement time

Need to reduce manual errors, inaccurate
entries, duplicate invoices

Need to reduce expense-processing costs

Lack of visibility into consigned or
supplier-managed inventory (VMI)

Lack of remote workforce productivity

Need to manage large, temporary changes in
invoice volume (i.e. seasonal spikes)
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There remains a capability gap between companies with partial automation and those that have the
advantage of full automation. Simply put, leading businesses across industries are gaining competitive
advantages thanks to having fully automated spend management solutions in place.
Not sure where your business sits on the automation continuum? Review each of the following
capabilities and grade your company.

RESILIENCE CHECKLIST:
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Our Expense Management solution can:
Automatically categorise and map
expense data based on receipt
images

Our Invoice Management solution can:
Process invoice data digitally through
machine learning

Easily scale up or down depending
on our processing volume

Automatically identify duplicate
or erroneous invoices before they
are paid

Directly integrate corporate credit
card transactions

Trigger reviewers to approve invoices
within a mobile app

Reconcile spend from a wide range
of personal expenses, such as
internet access fees, office supplies,
and equipment purchases

Our Travel Management solution can:
Accommodate new types of
travel-related expenses to adjust
to new types of travel
Integrate data from a wide variety
of travel booking apps and partners
Track, locate and alert employees
while they are travelling for business
in the event of an emergency
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CAPABILITY 2:

CONNECTED SPEND DATA
Agility comes from more than just having fully automated tools and processes in each category of spend
management, they also need to be connected.
With the potential for multiple spend data sources across your organisation, data integration is a critical
capability of a truly resilient business. Your technology ecosystem needs to include solutions that
integrate seamlessly together so that you have a holistic view and broad control over your corporate
spend. Here is also where the rate of connected process automation gives best-in-class companies
an advantage:
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Process Automation for Managing Company Spend 1

78%

Best-in-Class

All Others

63%
53%

Expense report:
receipt capture
and report creation,
review, and approval

49%

Supplier invoice
capture

51% 51%

Supplier invoice
approval

59%
47%

Supplier invoice
payment

54%
43%

Mileage capture

% of respondents with 1 – 1,000 employees automating each process
n = 490, Source: Aberdeen, October 2020
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Many businesses start with automating expense management, which may or may not be integrated with travel.
As the pandemic has taught us, however, having integrated and connected spend data across multiple finance
functions including Accounts Payable, is critical to building resilience. This is particularly true with the sudden shift
to work-from-home workforces and the increase in non-travel related employee expenses that have resulted.
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As businesses continue along their digital transformation journey, they need to look at how all their systems will
connect. This is the time to assess current systems, whether a standalone built in-house expense system or a tool
that only supports AP automation. Connecting your spend data is critical to being able to truly get value from your
automated systems.

RESILIENCE CHECKLIST:
Our expense, travel and invoice systems are integrated and it’s easy to see holistic data in one place
The solution(s) we use allow us to integrate and connect with other ERP, CRM and HR systems
By connecting our spend management processes we have gained the cash flow insights to both
scenario plan and take decisive action when needed
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CAPABILITY 3:

NEAR REAL-TIME VISIBILITY
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When the pandemic struck and most employees transitioned to working from home, too many
companies were blind-sided by missing invoices, unknown suppliers, and delays in processing and
payments, significantly limiting their ability to manage cash flow and scenario plan. This ‘new normal’
highlighted the essential need for having near real-time visibility over spend. How can you gain this
critical capability? By first automating and then connecting your various spend management processes.

61%

of businesses reported lack of
visibility into cash flow as a major
challenge before automating2

66%

of FDMs want to track and
analyse expense trends to
pinpoint opportunities to
reduced costs2
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The key to enjoying near real-time visibility over spend is to first eliminate manual tasks.
Manual spend management tasks not only reduce the productivity of your employees,
but also significantly increase the potential for data errors, avoidable late payment fees,
and the risk of fraud. And we’re not just referring to your primary expense processes.
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Accounts Payable is another critical finance function that can greatly impact your visibility
over spend. As the most successful companies have revealed, only an organisation-wide,
holistic view of spend can ensure near real-time view into where and when spend occurs.

RESILIENCE CHECKLIST:
Our finance team can see and access all areas of spending data needed to make time-sensitive decisions
Our systems provide near real-time intelligence and reporting capabilities
Our compliance policies are integrated into our systems and we can quickly identify risks
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CAPABILITY 4:

PRECISE CONTROL OVER SPEND
It’s not enough to simply see spend.
True agility comes from employing
superior control over cash flow.

93%

of executives agree that maintaining
organisational agility is the only way
to navigate uncertainty.3
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Forecasting cash flow, avoiding supplier late payment fees, timing payments to maximise working capital and reimbursing
employees in a timely manner, all require automated processes that can eliminate the time lag that comes from
manual oversight and intervention. As an example, the ability to easily audit expense reports leads to productivity
and efficiency gains by ensuring accuracy and reducing the need to track down missing or incorrect information.
Compliance also plays a key role in maintaining control over spend. Guiding the right spending behaviours, ensuring
compliance with government regulations, and making it easy for employees to understand and follow company
policies is made all that much easier when automated checks are put in place.

RESILIENCE CHECKLIST:
We have end-to-end control over employee expenses, from submission to approval and reimbursement
We have an invoice management solution that allows for machine learning enhanced with human validation for accurate categorisation
We can easily audit expense reports and supplier invoices in a timely manner
Our spend management solution can capture duplicate supplier invoices before they are paid
Our expense policies are integrated into our spend management system and can flag out-of-policy spend
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CAPABILITY 5:

MOBILE-ENABLED EMPLOYEES
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A recent survey of
business leaders found
that global best-in-class
companies are:

13%

more likely to have mobile
apps designed for making
expense and supplier
invoice approvals 1

10%

more likely to have mobile apps
designed for capturing expense
receipts and submitting invoices
immediately after incurring them 1

These businesses empower their employees with apps that leverage machine learning, e-Receipts, and other technologies to
auto-populate expense reports directly from approved suppliers. They understand that with a shift to remote working, employees may
be spending more, and that an increasing percentage of those purchases will also be made directly from an employee’s mobile device.
This means more expense reports for employees to create, managers to review and approve, and finance teams to process and pay.

RESILIENCE CHECKLIST:
Our internal teams, employees, partners and suppliers are supported by mobile tools designed for a remote workforce
Our spend management solutions can integrate third-party mobile app data
Our managers can easily approve expense claims and invoices remotely or reject individual line items that don’t comply with policy
Our finance controllers and admin staff receive all receipts digitally, and can use AI to analyse receipts, credit card
transactions and bookings, to ensure compliance and identify errors with built-in triggers and alerts
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CAPABILITY 6:

VERSATILE SOLUTIONS BACKED
BY EXPERT SERVICE AND SUPPORT
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With so many spend management automation solution providers in the market, how do you
choose your long-term partner? The key is to consider both your current needs and future
requirements. In other words, look for a solutions provider that can provide the feature
versatility, best-in-class technology ecosystem, and hands-on support needed to grow and
scale with you.
Your chosen solutions partner should also have the proven expertise that will ensure your
spend management solution will meet the ever-evolving needs of operating in a fast-changing,
competitive environment. A key indicator of this expertise is the size, global reach and loyalty
of its customer community, plus a growing list of trusted industry and customer reviews.
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Look to who the best-in-class companies trust for their spend management solutions, and the technology features that are found
to deliver the most value:

Key Technology Enablers for Expense / Invoice Management 1
Integrated third-party apps or connections

Best-in-Class

52%

57%
56%

Automated expense report management / processing
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68%

58%
54%

Real or near real-time reporting / analysis

Automated invoice capture

All Others

46%

54%

% of respondents with 1 – 1,000 employees using each technology to increase the efficiency of expense / invoice management processes
n = 490, Source: Aberdeen, October 2020

RESILIENCE CHECKLIST:
Our spend management solutions partner is a category leader that offers:
An end-to-end platform of spend management products and solutions
Global customer service and support team available 24/7
A solution ecosystem featuring 100s of partner apps and system integrations
A thriving community of users and customers worldwide
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True resilience begins
with SAP Concur solutions
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Successfully transforming your spend management ecosystem requires choosing the right partner;
a partner with both a scalable platform plus an integrated approach to spend management
automation. Although you may have begun with expense management automation, for true cash
flow control and businesses resiliency, it‘s important to automate and connect both your expense
and invoice management.

Business Outcomes for the Global Best-in-Class1
Best-in-Class

17%

15%
6%

14%
5%

All Others

14%
5%

12%

11%

5%
1%

-0.3%
Employee
satisfaction

Profitability

Operating
margins

Cycle time
of key business
processes

Accurate
financial
reports

Time to
decision

Weighted average of the percent change over the past 2 years for respondents with 1 – 1,000 employees
n = 490, Source: Aberdeen, October 2020
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Only SAP Concur solutions offers the scalable expense, invoice and travel
management that today’s best-in-class businesses of all sizes rely on most,
including:
		 Simple to setup and rollout companywide
		 Requires minimal IT time and resources to implement
		 Flexible contracts that can accommodate virtually any budget
So, whether you’re looking to start by switching to a more robust expense
management solution, or you’re in need of a truly connected expense or
invoice management solution, connect with our experienced team today
to learn more.
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Move your business forward in 2021 with SAP Concur solutions.

“ We implemented Concur Invoice during
the lock down phase. This reduced the work
around manual processes at the time of
moving to a fully remote working environment.
Very beneficial to both the Finance team and
all of our business units.”
– SAP Concur customer, September 2020

After automating: 2

59%

of financial decision makers
indicated automation allows
them to better respond to
business challenges due
to improved visibility into
company spend data.

69% for SAP Concur users
After automating, businesses see: 2
Savings of

530 hrs.

annually per finance employee

60% misplaced invoices
reduction in

55% misplaced receipts
reduction in
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Switch to SAP Concur solutions and
gain a partner trusted by over 48,000
best run companies worldwide.
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Ready to get started? Let’s connect
Want to learn more? Visit concur.co.uk
ABOUT SAP CONCUR SOLUTIONS
SAP® Concur® is the world’s leading brand for integrated travel, expense, and invoice management solutions,
driven by a relentless pursuit to simplify and automate these everyday processes. The highly rated SAP Concur
mobile app guides employees through business trips, charges are directly populated into expense reports,
and invoice approvals are automated. By integrating near real-time data and using AI to analyse transactions,
businesses can see what they’re spending and avoid possible blind spots in the budget. SAP Concur solutions
help eliminate yesterday’s tedious tasks, make today’s work easier, and support businesses to run at their best.
Learn more at concur.co.uk or the SAP Concur blog.
1. Aberdeen Research, Expense and Invoice Management in 2020, Bryan Ball, September 2020
2. Building Business Strength: How Travel, Expense, and Invoice Management can Help Control Cash Flow,
Improve Compliance, and Maximize Cost-Savings, AMI-Partners, 2020
3. Global executives look to digital transformation to support recovery, BrandConnect, 2020
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The information contained herein may be changed without prior notice. Some software products marketed
by SAP SE and its distributors contain proprietary software components of other software vendors. National
product specifications may vary.
These materials are provided by SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company for informational purposes only, without
representation or warranty of any kind, and SAP or its affiliated companies shall not be liable for errors or
omissions with respect to the materials. The only warranties for SAP or SAP affiliate company products and
services are those that are set forth in the express warranty statements accompanying such products and
services, if any. Nothing herein should be construed as constituting an additional warranty.
In particular, SAP SE or its affiliated companies have no obligation to pursue any course of business outlined
in this document or any related presentation, or to develop or release any functionality mentioned therein.
This document, or any related presentation, and SAP SE’s or its affiliated companies’ strategy and possible
futuredevelopments, products, and/or platforms, directions, and functionality are all subject to change and
may be changed by SAP SE or its affiliated companies at any time for any reason without notice. The information
in this document is not a commitment, promise, or legal obligation to deliver any material, code, or functionality.
All forward-looking statements are subject to various risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to
differ materially from expectations. Readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these forward-looking
statements, and they should not be relied upon in making purchasing decisions.
SAP and other SAP products and services mentioned herein as well as their respective logos are trademarks
or registered trademarks of SAP SE (or an SAP affiliate company) in Germany and other countries. All other
product and service names mentioned are the trademarks of their respective companies.
See www.sap.com/copyright for additional trademark information and notices.

